TWITTER AT THE AAHM: BEST PRACTICES

INTRODUCTION:
WHAT IS TWITTER? Twitter is a social networking tool composed of “Tweets” that allow users to
connect to other people with similar interests. Each Tweet is a miniature (140 character) blog
post that can include mentions, which are used to reference other people, and hashtags, which
are used to mark keywords or topics. At conferences, Twitter can be a useful tool for
connecting with colleagues, hearing about interesting panels, and following conversations
happening during and after the conference.
WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF A TWEET? Each Tweet is 140 characters and can include among other
things, “mentions” and “hashtags” in the composition. Hashtags (#) are a categorizing device
that allow others who are following that hashtag to see your Tweet. For example, by including
“#AAHM16” in your Tweet at the American Association for the History of Medicine you are
entering a conversation with people who are also using or following that hashtag. Mentions (@)
reference a person to either give them credit or to directly engage them in a conversation.

WHAT IS LIVE-TWEETING? Live-tweeting is a real time rundown of panels, audience questions, and
the keynote lectures at events like AAHM. Live-tweeting is helpful because it is akin to public
note taking and creates a record of the event that everyone can refer to during and after the
conference.

WHAT ARE SOME USEFUL HASHTAGS?
AAHM Minneapolis Meeting: #AAHM16
History of Science: #histsci
History of Medicine: #histmed
History of Nursing: #histnursing
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Best Practices:
1) Use the #AAHM16 hashtag: By including this hashtag in your Tweet you will allow others
at the conference to easily find your addition to the conversation.
2) Follow presenters, organizers, and fellow Tweeters: Before the conference, look up
Twitter handles for conference participants. Follow them! You can also check who is
following the official conference feed by checking the followers of “@AAHM2016” or
check for an previous year back to 2014.
3) 3) Tweet before the conference: Tell others which panels you are excited to attend or
ask people to attend your panel. Set up a carpool from the airport or make dinner plans.
Get to know others who are attending the conference!
4) Tweet during the conference: You can live-tweet or tweet during breaks, ask questions,
or give answers. The most important thing is to keep the conversation going and create
a vibrant exchange that people who are attending the conference in person or are
following it at home can follow.
5) Add useful knowledge: When attending a panel, listen carefully and report back about
papers by live-tweeting. You can also choose to participate by giving updates on the
talks you are attending or share links to work that adds to the panel discussions.
6) Keep the conversation going: Continue to follow the people you met in person or on
Twitter after the conference. You can use #AAHM16 to connect with people who
attended, or were following, the conference. By doing this, we can foster a social media
community and meet again at #AAHM17.
7) Remember that people are presenting unpublished work: When Tweeting, make every
effort to respect other presenters and conference goers. Much of the work presented at
#AAHM2016 is still a work in progress. It is always best to listen carefully and report
accurately, and it is also important to use discretion.
8) Cite your sources: If you hear about an argument, new source, or archives make sure to
give credit where credit is due. Tweeting about someone else's ideas without citing
them is a big taboo.
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HOW TO GET TWEETED AND HOW TO AVOID BEING TWEETED
To encourage people to Tweet your talk make sure to include a slide that has your Twitter
handle, @AAHM2016, #aahm116, and any hashtags you want the audience to use when
Tweeting your talk.
If you do not want your talk to be Tweeted, you can announce that at the beginning of your talk
and include the “do not Tweet” image

You can download a zip file of Twitter images that can be used to alert people you want to be
Tweeted.
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